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Environmental

Cox Castle’s environmental team is highly regarded for its ability to assist clients in achieving creative, business-
oriented solutions to complicated environmental problems. With decades of experience handling all aspects of
complex environmental matters, our attorneys assist clients with environmental issues arising in transactions, risk
management and regulatory strategies, as well as federal and state court litigation.

We represent property owners, purchasers, developers, asset managers, lenders, municipalities and other
governmental entities in connection with all phases of residential, commercial and industrial development and
redevelopment. Our clients include preeminent real estate developers as well as sophisticated finance, industrial,
manufacturing, technology and renewable energy companies.

We guide clients through intricate regulatory closure and compliance processes and advise them on providing
required notifications regarding the presence of environmental contamination. Our broad environmental litigation
experience includes cost recovery prosecution and defense, compelling the cleanup of environmentally impacted
properties, administrative challenges to cleanup programs, criminal enforcement proceedings, insurance coverage
litigation and Proposition 65 actions.

Brownfield Redevelopment

We counsel clients on the purchase, financing, entitlement, development and sale of environmentally impacted
properties, from pre-acquisition due diligence, through complex regulatory requirements for cleanup and indoor air
risks, to negotiating effective risk management mechanisms such as structured indemnities and releases, escrow
holdbacks for addressing known and potential environmental liabilities and tailored environmental insurance
products.

Environmental Due Diligence

We provide practical advice in the assessment and management of environmental risks through due diligence
counseling in connection with real estate and corporate transactions, including minimizing liability under the federal
"All Appropriate Inquiry" regulations and under state laws such as the California Land Reuse and Revitalization Act.
Our team also specializes in using environmental insurance to facilitate transactions.

Regulatory Compliance 

We assist clients in assessing and ensuring compliance with environmental laws and regulations such as:
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● CERCLA, RCRA and their California equivalents (Chapters 6.5 and 6.8 of the Health & Safety Code)

● The California Land Reuse and Revitalization Act (CLRRA)

● The Clean Water Act, the California Water Code’s Discharger Regulations and Stormwater Pollution Prevention
Plans (SWPPPs)

● Prospective Purchaser Agreements (PPAs) and Covenants Not to Sue

● Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) Regulations

● Safer Consumer Product Alternatives (Green Chemistry Regulations)

● The Gatto and Polanco Acts

● Air Quality Regulations

● Proposition 65 and the Connelly Act

● Environmental Criminal Matters

Experience

Represented a large municipality in cleanup and development strategies for infamous Whittaker-Bermite site, which
had resulted in the closure of drinking water supply wells and necessitated a cleanup in excess of $250 million.
&#8203;

Negotiated on behalf of the owners of a large shopping center in Lynwood the requirements for obtaining regulatory
closure and compelled prior industrial manufacturers to undertake the required cleanup of extensive soil and
groundwater contamination at a cost exceeding $12 million.
&#8203;

Represented a landowner in its suit against tenants who caused contamination of soil and groundwater, alleging
causes of action under CERCLA and common law.
&#8203;

Environmental counsel for plaintiff in 3000 E. Imperial, LLC v. Robertshaw Controls Co., CERCLA cost recovery litigation
resulting in the first case upholding the bona fide prospective purchaser defense to CERCLA liability (asserted by 3000
E. Imperial, LLC due to successful pre-acquisition environmental due diligence performed by Cox, Castle & Nicholson).
&#8203;

Obtained settlements in excess of $13 million from a multi-national chemical manufacturer, a multi-national paint
manufacturer, and several other parties in a combined environmental cleanup/eminent domain action. The litigation,
on behalf of a municipal redevelopment agency, involved multiple simultaneous state trial court proceedings,
including a five-week jury trial in one action, as well as federal district court litigation in which our client obtained a
summary judgment leading to the final settlement. A state appellate ruling validated the client's position on the
appropriate interaction of eminent domain and environmental cost recovery proceedings.
&#8203;

Represented a Northern California municipality and redevelopment agency in cost recovery litigation against several
different former operators of city-owned port site contaminated with hydrocarbon and PCE contaminants. Marshaled
resources to assist city with extensive review of city records and historical data to locate and pursue former operators
from decades earlier. Handled related insurance litigation as part of assisting city in its defense of contribution claims.
&#8203;
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Defended a gasoline distributor in contamination claim for strict liability, negligence, trespass, and nuisance brought
by operator of water system for alleged actual and threatened MTBE contamination of the drinking water system
arising from releases of gasoline.
&#8203;

Represented a company in products liability and toxic torts litigation involving MTBE contamination of groundwater.
&#8203;

Obtained a settlement in excess of $15 million from a major oil company on behalf of a municipal redevelopment
agency client in a multi-party, multi-jurisdiction case arising out of an environmental cleanup necessary for the second
phase of a multi-phase urban redevelopment project. This litigation involved the concurrent handling of common law
claims, a statutory environmental cost recovery claim, eminent domain claims, federal appellate litigation over the
extent to which a prior federal action partially resolved this state court action, and an extensive administrative process
before a state agency.
&#8203;

Obtained summary judgment for a municipality on claims that its historic management of waterfront areas within the
city, its development of road and sewer infrastructure, and its land reclamation activities had contributed to
environmental contamination at a site near the historic shoreline of San Francisco Bay.
&#8203;

Represented an agency and municipality in Polanco Act and nuisance action for cost recover related to remediation of
brownfield.
&#8203;

Obtained settlements, on behalf of a land developer client, in excess of $10 million from two governmental entities in
connection with a 300 acre project site where the governmental entities historic burn dump operations, and their
subsequent mismanagement of the cleanup process, damaged the client's development opportunities.
&#8203;

Defended a chemical-producing subsidiary of a major wood and paper products manufacturer against claims for a
multi-million dollar penalty in an enforcement/penalty proceeding under California's Hazardous Waste Control Law.
&#8203;

Defended a municipality against claims based on alleged violations of the Clean Water Act and Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act (RCRA).
&#8203;

Obtained a settlement in a CEQA action, on behalf of a citizen opposed to a port authority's expansion project, that
provided for various project revisions and payment of attorney's fees.
&#8203;


